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Right thinking
Does your organisation have what it takes to successfully execute its
strategy? Five elements set the best apart from the rest.
Winning organisations:
1. Cascade their strategies successfully
2. Effectively prioritise and sequence activities
3. Create alignment within and across teams
4. Adopt an effective approach to decision-making
5. Commit to accountability for outcomes.
Strategy without execution is just a collection of ideas – executing on it
requires committed effort across the organisation. Leaders cannot stand
back and watch after articulating the strategy; instead they need to roll
up their sleeves and actively engage the organisation, addressing all five
elements of effective strategy execution.
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In previous Right Lane Review articles,
we have shared our approach to setting
a clear strategic direction (Levy 2016,
Williams, Chhikara & Levy 2017). But once
you have a clear strategic direction, what
next?
While it has become a management
truism that strategy execution is at least
as important as strategy development,
we have observed that it often remains
an afterthought within organisations, with
predictable results.
It should pay then to look to leading
organisations. We believe that the
organisations that are best at strategy
execution share five common elements
– abilities to successfully cascade their
strategies; effectively prioritise and
sequence activities; create alignment
within and across teams; adopt an
effective approach to decision-making;
and commit to accountability for
outcomes.
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1. Cascade the strategy
The strategy is well understood, and
activity is aligned to it throughout the
organisation. There is a simple strategy
and planning ‘architecture’, not piles of
unlinked strategies nor layer upon layer of
plans.
Employees are able to describe how the
strategy affects their priorities and guides
their choices. Individuals’ responsibilities
and activities are clearly linked to the
strategy, so everyone knows how they
contribute to delivery. Language used
in the strategy becomes part of the
everyday and feels natural. There are visual
reminders of the strategy in shared spaces
(see Spiteri 2013).

2. Effective prioritisation and
sequencing of activities
Managers have an ability to seize
compelling opportunities that support
the strategy while giving due attention to
the organisation’s capacity to execute.
Managers within the organisation
understand that strategy is not only about
where to compete and how to win, but
also about when to make moves and in
what sequence.
It’s striking to us that many large
organisations try to do everything at once
and overcommit to initiatives, while startups and early stage organisations are
more inclined to artfully choreograph their
steps and stop initiatives more quickly
when they falter or fail to deliver.

Helping a team to understand what good
looks like, where they are today and
what the opportunities are to improve, is
a good place to start. Outcomes of this
work may include a set of prioritisation
and sequencing principles; for example,
the team may decide to: align to a set of
prioritisation criteria based on urgency
and importance; commit to prosecute two
major initiatives and four ‘minors’ at any
one time; agree to quarterly reprioritisation;
or schedule initiatives over three time
horizons.

3. Create alignment within and
across teams
In organisations that are good at strategy
execution, people understand their roles
and responsibilities, and how their work
supports others’ work – and information
flows freely across organisational
boundaries.
Sporting metaphors can be an apt way
to identify opportunities for improvement
within teams – to help colleagues
understand the complementarity of their
roles; to know when it is their turn to
deliver; and to align to a simple game plan
that gets results.
We suggest that teams conduct a role
alignment exercise (Bregman 2013),
involving everyone sharing their top five
activities for the coming period and then
working together to examine horizontal
and vertical alignment between roles, and
to clarify interdependencies.
We sometimes conclude strategy
workshops by asking participants to share
the distinctive role they can play in the
delivery of the strategy. Having colleagues
engage with each other’s ‘distinctive roles’
can help to foster alignment.

' Managers have an ability to seize compelling
opportunities that support the strategy while giving
due attention to the organisation's capacity to execute.
Managers within the organisation understand that strategy
is not only about where to compete and how to win, but also
about when to make moves and in what sequence.'
www.rightlane.com.au

Alignment between teams can be
increased by understanding each team’s
perspectives and intentions; identifying
joint ‘wins’ between teams; working to
improve common processes; agreeing
shared values and behaviours; and
committing to ‘cadence of accountability’
(Kaplan & Norton 1996; McChesney,
Covey & Huling 2012).
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4. Adopt an effective approach to decision-making
Within the organisation, decisions are well informed, made in a timely manner and, once
made, decisions are rarely second-guessed.
Effective decision-making can be the key to unlocking an organisation’s effectiveness. It
starts by having a clear understanding of the problem you are trying to solve, and a set of
guiding principles that inform decision-making. Every decision is different, from the impact
it may have to the urgency and importance. Great decision makers categorise decisions
and agree their approach to different categories – for example, how you make ‘big bet’
decisions versus what you delegate? The process is underpinned by a commitment to
embedding effective decision-making and empowering employees (Deng 2018).

5. Commit to accountability for activities and outcomes
People within the organisation have a clear sense of the deliverables and outcomes
they are accountable for and are able to rely on their colleagues to deliver on their
commitments. Often in our work, we see organisations being explicit about the activities
their employees are required to perform, but without properly anticipating the attendant
results.

'An organisation that delivers
is at once constantly making
harmonious choices at all
levels and is able take a
collection of good ideas
and turn them into concrete
results.'

Both are important. Employees that are accountable for actions and not outcomes can
waste time on work that isn’t making a difference; accountability for outcomes and not
actions can undermine the proper functioning of management and efforts to understand
value creation within organisations.
Performance should be reviewed formally and informally, with individuals and teams
openly discussing the drivers of performance. There should also be processes in place
to address persistent under-performance so that the culture of accountability is not
undermined.
***
In our experience, organisations that struggle to deliver on their strategic aspirations face
challenges with at least one or two of the elements mentioned above. We have found that
running a strategy execution effectiveness diagnostic can help managers to identify where
their organisation’s issues and challenges may lie, in order that improvement efforts can be
targeted.
Strategy without execution is just a collection of ideas. An organisation that delivers is at
once constantly making harmonious choices at all levels and is able take a collection of
good ideas and turn them into concrete results. So, at the start of the next strategy and
planning cycle, consider whether your organisation has what it takes to deliver.
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About Right Lane

Our areas of focus

Right Lane is a flourishing, top quality, management
consulting firm.

• Developing and managing strategy and planning
processes for clients

We employ our distinctive ideas and processes, and
our absolute commitment to delivery, to help clients
we care about pursue their inspiring missions.

• Leading strategic growth projects, such as
pre-merger analysis, new product feasibility,
marketing expenditure effectiveness and growth
options evaluation

We work alongside clients who do great work within
the sectors they operate, and we are excited to be
involved in creating outcomes that truly make a
difference.

• Implementing strategy through aligning and
engaging the organisation, and measuring and
monitoring performance

We are an ethical consulting firm with a strong belief
in the work we do, and with a passion to give back to
the broader community with the skills and expertise
available within our walls.

• Assisting clients with governance projects – from
board culture and capabilities to board appraisals
and reviews

Right Lane was established in 1997 to help private,
not for profit and public sector clients to clarify and
accelerate their future plans. Over the past 21 years,
we have helped the executive teams and boards of
more than 250 organisations to define and adapt
their direction and strategy, identify and clarify their
priorities, align their efforts with their aspirations,
get their major projects started and finished, and
measure and improve their performance.

B Corp certified - what does it mean?
In 2015 Right Lane became Australia’s first B Corp
certified strategy consulting firm.
This follows Right Lane’s decision in 2011 to adopt
‘for benefit’ principles, including reasonable returns,
inclusive ownership, stakeholder governance,
transparency, and social and environmental
responsibility.
B Corporations are a new kind of company that
uses the power of business to solve social and
environmental problems. Certified B Corporations
meet higher standards of social and environmental
performance, transparency, and accountability.
The performance standards measure a company’s
impact on all its stakeholders, including workers,
suppliers, community, and the environment. It’s like
Fair Trade certification but for the whole business.
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